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z/VM Workspaces

z/VM Linux Default Workspace
PAGING and SPOOLING Utilization
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LPAR Utilization
NETWORK Utilization  (Hiper Socket and Virtual Switch)
REAL STORAGE Utilization
TCPIP Utilization – Server
TCPIP Utilization - Users
SYSTEM Utilization
System Terminal Workspace
Workload (z/VM User ID) Activity
Linux Workload Workspace
ApplData Workspace
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z/VM Linux Default Workspace
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PAGING and SPOOLING Utilization
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PAGING and SPOOLING Utilization

Paging_Spooling Workspace
This workspace displays data on the paging and spooling devices for the whole z/VM system.

CP-Device Table
All attributes are collected for the current reporting interval

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy).
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Real address of CP-owned DASD.
Number of cylinders or blocks allocated for the CP-owned extent.
Number of slots available on the CP-Owned device at the time the sample was taken.
Type of DASD (for example: 3370 or 3380).
Primary Purpose of this device.
End extent allocated on CP-owned device. (cylinder or block number)
Percentage of space on the CP-Owned volume in use at the time the sample was taken.
Starting cylinder or block number for the CP-Owned device extent.
Number of used slots on the CP-Owned device at the time the sample was taken.
Volume serial number of CP-owned DASD.

Policies provide advanced automation processes
Historical data option to show previous information
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DASD
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DASD

DASD Workspace
The DASD workspace provides several views that show the busiest I/O devices on the overall z/VM 
system. 

DASD I/O Activity Table (IO TABLE)
All attributes are collected for the current reporting interval

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy)
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Real address of device.
Type of device (for example: 3370 or 3380).
Average time this device was in CONNECT state during the interval.
Percentage of time the device was found busy.
Average number of I/Os queued on the device.
Number of I/Os started on this device.
I/Os per second to this device (I/O rate).
Average time this device was in DISCONNECT state during the reporting interval.
Average time this device was in PENDING state during the reporting interval.
Average service time for this device in milliseconds.
Volume serial number if DASD device.
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LPAR Utilization
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LPAR Utilization

LPAR Utilization Workspace
The LPAR Utilization Workspace provides information about the overall utilization of the system complex.  The LPAR 
Workspace is connected to the LPAR entry on the Navigator. 

LPAR  Utilization table  (Data is taken from the IRA LPAR Table)
All attributes are collected for the current reporting interval

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy).
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Assigned name of the logical partition.
Utilization of the system based on the number of logical processors available. 
Computed as:(Dispatch time / Elapsed time) * Number of LPsTotal amount of time that all of the logical processors for this 
LPAR were busy during the reporting interval.
Number of logical processors assigned to this LPAR.
Average percentage of elapsed time that logical processors were 'suspended', i.e. could not give service to the guest system 
due to LPAR management time and contention for real processors, where the 'suspended' time is calculated as the difference 
between elapsed time and the sum of processor busy time and voluntary wait time for the same processor as seen by the VM 
system that is active in the partition.
Amount of logical CPU busy which was due to LP dispatching overhead.
Average percentage of elapsed time that the logical processors spent for LPAR management. This information is available only 
on systems with the LPAR management time facility.
Status of the logical partition during the reporting interval. Can be ACTIVE or INACTIVE. The partition that was used to collect
the LPAR data will have an asterisk (*) appended (for example, 'ACTIVE*').
Status of the WAIT bit for the logical processors within this LPAR. If any LP has the WAIT bit ON, this field will contain 'YES'.
Average weight of all logical processors defined for this LPAR. The weight values for dedicated processors will be 1000.
Utilization of the system based on the number of physical processors available.
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NETWORK Utilization  (Hipersockets and Virtual Switch)
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NETWORK Utilization  (Hipersockets)

NETWORK Workspace
This workspace displays data about the utilization of the hipersocket and virtual switch devices on the 
z/VM system 

Hipersocket Utilization (HIPERSOCKET TABLE)
All attributes are collected for the current reporting interval

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy).
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Hex channel path identifier.
Sharing indicator for the channel YES - shared with other LPARs, NO - Dedicated channel.
Number of messages sent per second for the whole system.
Number of data units sent per second for the whole system.
Number of sends per second that failed due to no receiver buffer for the whole system.
Number of messages sent per second for this partition.
Number of data units sent per second for this partition.
Number of sends per second that failed due to no receiver buffer for this partition.
Number of sends per second that failed due to other problems for this partition.
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NETWORK Utilization  (Virtual Switch)

NETWORK Workspace
This workspace displays data about the utilization of the hipersocket and virtual switch devices on the 
z/VM system 

Virtual Switch Utilization Table (VIRTSWITCH TABLE)
All attributes are collected for the current reporting interval

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy).
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Real Device Address.
User id of the virtual machine the device is currently attached to.
Timeout value for the virtual switch in seconds.
Number of bytes transmitted per second.
Number of packets transmitted per second.
Number of outbound packets discarded per second.
Number of bytes received per second.
Number of packets received per second.
Number of inbound packets discarded per second.
Queue storage value (Values 1 - 8 ).
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REAL STORAGE Utilization
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REAL STORAGE Utilization
REALSTORAGE Workspace

The Real Storage Utilization workspace provides several views for the overall Storage and Paging activity for the z/VM system.  
Additionally, the Linux Group Paging Activity view displays z/VM paging activity specific to the Linux guests. 

z/VM Storage Utilization (SYSTEM TABLE storage attributes only) 
This Table reflects only the portion of the System table that contains storage related attributes.
All attributes are collected for the current reporting interval

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy).
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Number of frames currently on the available list.
High threshold for the available list replenishment subsystem.
Average number of page frames on the available list.
Low threshold for the available list replenishment subsystem.
System-wide I/O paging rate. Related statistics appear elsewhere by DASD volume.
Number of frames allocated to the dynamic paging area.
Number of times the demand scan was invoked and could not replenish the available list to its threshold.
Number of frames used by free-storage management.
Number of deferred pages waiting for a frame.
Total number of free-storage requests during the reporting interval.
Total number of free-storage releases during the reporting interval.
Number of pages per second being read in by the system.
System resource weight for paging. Used by the scheduler to decide how much of a bottleneck the paging resources are.
Average system-wide percent of paging space in use. Related statistics appear elsewhere by DASD volume.
Percent of SPOOL space in use for the entire system.
Percent of temporary disk space in use for the entire system.
Average number of page faults per second for single-page reads during the reporting interval.
Percentage of real storage available to the Dynamic Paging Area.
Average number of users in queue waiting to be dispatched.
Percent of all virtual machines in a page wait state.
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REAL STORAGE Utilization (cont.)
REALSTORAGE Workspace (cont)
The Real Storage Utilization workspace provides several views for the overall Storage and Paging activity for 
the z/VM system.  Additionally, the Linux Group Paging Activity view displays z/VM paging activity specific to 
the Linux guests. 

Linux Storage Utilization (WORKLOAD TABLE storage attributes only) 
This Table reflects only the portion of the Workload table that contains storage related attributes used by the 
Real Storage Workspace.
All attributes are collected for the current reporting interval

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy).
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Userid or group name.
Rate of page-ins and page-outs for this workload (in pages/sec.).

Linkage and Secondary Workspaces: 
A link exists from the Linux Storage Utilization Table.  Each row in the table is keyed to a Linux 

Guest.  Selecting the link for a specific row will take the user to the Linux Storage Utilization Workspace for 
the selected Linux Guest.

There are no Secondary Workspaces for the System Workspace
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SYSTEM Utilization 
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SYSTEM Utilization 
The SYSTEM Workspace 

The System Utilization workspaces provide a view into the CPU utilization for the VM LPAR.  The System Workspace is connected to the 
SYSTEM entry on the Navigator. 

All attributes are collected for the current reporting interval

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy).
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Number of users who had any activity since the last sampling interval.
Average number of users logged on.
Number of tasks that cannot be executed because they are waiting for a frame.
Percentage of CPU utilized by CP.
Total CPU utilization (CP and virtual combined). If you are running multiple processors, this value is the sum of CPU utilization for all 
processors and can be greater than 100%.
Number of active processors.
Number of users who are dialed to VM.
Average number of users waiting in the eligible list.
Number of short running (interactive) users in the eligible list for the E1 queue.
Number of medium-running users in the eligible list for the E2 queue.
Number of long-running users in the eligible list for the E3 queue.
Total number of trivial transactions processed during the reporting interval.
Ratio of total CPU time to virtual CPU time.
Average number of users in queue waiting to be dispatched.
Percent of all virtual machines in an I/O wait state.

Linkage and Secondary Workspaces: 
A link is established on the table to the System_Terminal Workspace. This is a direct link to the workspace and does not require any 

DWL connections.
There are no Secondary Workspaces for the System Workspace
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TCPIP Utilization - Server
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TCPIP Utilization - Server
TCPIP Workspace

This Workspace displays data about the TCPIP Servers running on the z/VM system. 

TCPIP Server Activity (TCPIP Table)
All attributes are collected for the current reporting interval

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy).
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Name of the TCP/IP Server.
Rate per second at which TCP connection open requests were initiated.
Rate per second at which TCP connection open requests were accepted.
Rate per second for TCP connection open failures.
Reset rate per second for TCP Connections.
Read requests per second.
Write requests per second.
Number of bytes received per second.
Number of bytes sent.
TCP segments received rate per second.
TCP segments transmit rate per second.
Rate at which TCP segments were retransmitted, per second.
Rate at which TCP segments were received that had errors, per second.
Rate at which TCP segments were transmitted that included a reset, in seconds.
ARP requests received rate per second.
Rate at which ARP replies were transmitted, per seconds.
Rate at which ARP requests were transmitted, per second.
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TCPIP Utilization – Server (cont)
TCPIP Workspace (cont)

This Workspace displays data about the TCPIP Servers running on the z/VM system. 

TCPIP Server Activity (TCPIP Table) (cont)
All attributes are collected for the current reporting interval

Description (cont)
Activity control block pool level.
Client control block pool level.
Regular envelope pool level.
Large envelope pool level.
Raw IP Control Block Pool level.
Socket control block pool level.
BSD-type socket control block pool level.
TCP control block pool level.
UDP control block pool level.
Regular data buffer pool level.
Small data buffer pool level.
Tiny data buffer pool level.
Segment acknowledgement control block pool level.
Fixed page storage pool level.

Linkage and Secondary Workspaces: 
A link exists from the TCPIP Server Activity Table.  Each row in the table is keyed to a TCP/IP Server.  Selecting the link for a 
specific row will take the user to the TCPIP User Workspace for the selected Server.
There are no Secondary Workspaces for the System Workspace
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TCPIP Utilization - Users
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TCPIP Utilization - Users
TCPIP User Workspace

This workspace displays data about the main users of the TCPIP function for the server selected on the previous workspace.

TCPIP User Activity (TCPIP USER)
All attributes are collected for the current reporting interval

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy).
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Name of the TCP/IP server that the user is connected to.
Userid of the virtual machine that handled the local side of the conn.
Number of completed TCP sessions.
Number of completed UDP sessions.
Average elapsed time from open to close for sessions.
Number of bytes received during TCP sessions.
Number of bytes sent during TCP sessions.
Number of bytes received during UDP sessions.
Number of bytes sent during UDP sessions.
Smoothed round trip time, in seconds.
Round trip variance time, in seconds.
Total number of segments.
Maximum number of unacknowledged segments.
Maximum input buffer queue size.
Maximum output buffer queue size.

Linkage and Secondary Workspaces: 
Link from the TCPIP User Activity Table to the Linux Network Workspace for the selected Linux Guest system. (Each row in the 
table will be for a specific guest system). This function requires DWL to be implemented.    
There are no Secondary Workspaces for the System Workspace
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System Terminal Workspace
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WORKLOAD (z/VM User ID) Activity 
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WORKLOAD (z/VM User ID) Activity 
Workload Workspace

This workspace displays the system usage (by userid/workload) for all users on the z/VM system.

All z/VM Workloads  (Workload Table) 

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy).
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Userid or group name.
Percent of total CPU used by the system to manage this workload.
Total CP seconds used by this workload (to nearest second).
Percent of total CPU used by the system to manage this workload.
Total CPU seconds used by this workload (to nearest second).
Total time this workload was logged on (to nearest second), or aggregation of group.
Percent of virtual CPU utilization for the workload specified.
Total virtual CPU seconds used by this workload (to nearest second).
The rate of page-ins and page-outs for this workload (in pages/sec.).
Number of page reads over the specified period of time.
Number of page writes over the specified period of time.
The current number of pages physically in main storage for this workload.
Average storage size for this workload.
The number of megabytes of expanded storage attached to this workload.
The number of expanded pages moved for this workload.
The number of expanded storage blocks allocated to this workload by CP for paging.
A user's projected working set size. This value is calculated each time a user drops from queue, and is based on the number of pages 
referenced during the last stay in queue.
Name of the group that this workload belongs to [Primarily used to determine which VMs are Linux guest hosts.]

Linkage and Secondary Workspaces: 
No Links from this Workspace
Secondary Workspaces from the WORKLOAD Navigator is the Linux Workload Workspace

Right Mouse click on WORKLOAD Navigator to go to Linux Workload workspace.
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Linux Workload Workspace
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Linux Workload Workspace
Linux Workload Workspace

This workspace displays the same information as the Workload Workspace, but only for the guest systems which have the GROUP set to 
Linux. 

Linux Workloads (Workload Table)

Description
TOD clock at start of interval (Approximately 1 second accuracy).
SYSID of z/VM System.
Assigned logical partition number.
Userid or group name.
Percent of total CPU used by the system to manage this workload.
Total CP seconds used by this workload (to nearest second).
Percent of total CPU used by the system to manage this workload.
Total CPU seconds used by this workload (to nearest second).
Total time this workload was logged on (to nearest second), or aggregation of group.
Percent of virtual CPU utilization for the workload specified.
Total virtual CPU seconds used by this workload (to nearest second).
The rate of page-ins and page-outs for this workload (in pages/sec.).
Number of page reads over the specified period of time.
Number of page writes over the specified period of time.
The current number of pages physically in main storage for this workload.
Average storage size for this workload.
The number of megabytes of expanded storage attached to this workload.
The number of expanded pages moved for this workload.
The number of expanded storage blocks allocated to this workload by CP for paging.
A user's projected working set size. This value is calculated each time a user drops from queue, and is based on the number of pages 
referenced during the last stay in queue.
Name of the group that this workload belongs to [Primarily used to determine which VMs are Linux guest hosts.]

Linkage and Secondary Workspaces: 
Link from the Linux Workloads table to the OMEGAMON XE for Linux System Information Workspace for the selected Linux Guest system 
(by row).
There are no Secondary Workspaces for the Workloads Workspace
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ApplData Workspace
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ApplData Workspace
ApplData Workspace

This workspace displays information about Linux(R) workload activity and storage utilization

Description
The name that uniquely identifies the active z/VM system. 
The name assigned to the logical partition. 
The user identification or group name of the Linux guest. 
The number of virtual central processing units (CPUs) defined for the Linux guest system. 
The percent of total CPU used by this Linux virtual machine. 
The percent of CPU used by this Linux virtual machine, running in user mode. 
The percent of CPU used by this Linux virtual machine, running in kernel mode. 
The percent of CPU used by the Linux virtual machine, running in 'nice' mode (with modified priority). 
The percent of interrupts (IRQs). 
The percent of soft interrupts (IRQs). 
The percent of time spent by the virtual machine in an I/O wait state 
The percent of time spent by the virtual machine in a CPU idle state. 
The number of runnable processes at sampling time. 
The number of processes waiting for I/O. 
The total number of processes at sampling time. 
The average number of processes found running during the last minute. 
The average number of processes found running during the last five minutes. 
The average number of processes found running during the last fifteen minutes. 
The total size of the main memory, in megabytes 
The percent of main memory used.
The percent of main memory used. 
The total size of the high memory, in megabytes. 
The percent of high memory used. 
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ApplData Workspace (cont)
Description
The size of the memory that is usable by more than one process, in megabytes. 

The size of the memory that is reserved for buffers and for free cache, in megabytes. 
The size of the memory that is used for buffers, in megabytes. 
The total amount of swap space, both used and available, in megabytes. 
The percent of swap space used. 
The number of pages swapped in, at the rate of 4-kilobyte pages per second. 
The number of pages swapped out, at the rate of 4-kilobyte pages per second. 
The rate of page allocations (the number of pages obtained from the available list), in 4 kilobyte pages per 
second. 
The rate per second of major page faults for the process. 
The rate per second of minor page faults for the process. 
The block I/O data read rate, in kilobytes per second. 
The block I/O data write rate, in kilobytes per second. 
The number of networking interfaces defined. 
The rate per second of packets received. 
The rate per second of packets transmitted. 
The rate per second of bytes received. 
The rate per second of bytes received. 
The number of bad packets received, per second. 
The rate per second of packet transmit problems. 
The rate per second, of no space found in Linux buffers. 
The rate per second, of no space available in Linux. 
The rate per second of collisions while transmitting. 
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ApplData Workspace (cont)
Linkage: 

Link from ApplData to Linux Process
Link from ApplData to Linux System Information Workspace
Link from ApplData to Linux Virtual Memory Workspace
Link from ApplData to Linux Disk IO Rate Workspace
Link from ApplData to Linux Network Workspace
Link from ApplData to Linux Sockets Workspace
Link from ApplData to Linux Capacity Usage Workspace
Link from ApplData to Linux CPU Averages Workspace
Link from ApplData to Linux Virtual Memory Trend Workspace
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Linux on zSeries Primary Workspaces

Linux OS
Capacity Usage
Disk Usage
File Information
Network
Process
System Information
Users 
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Linux OS
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Linux OS Workspace
Linux OS Workspace

This workspace displays overall system data for the Linux system

Linux OS

Description
Bar chart showing the percentages of CPU usage, by user CPU, user nice, 
system, and idle categories
Bar chart showing the number of transfers per second that were issued to each 
device 

Bar chart showing the load on the system's processor during the 
previous one, five, and fifteen minutes
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Capacity Usage
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Capacity Usage Workspace
Capacity Usage Information Workspace

This workspace displays the health of your system by providing CPU, disk, and swap 
space usage statistics. 

Description
The name of the physical disk partition where the file system is mounted. 
The amount of disk space currently in use on a file system, expressed in megabytes. 
The amount of unused space currently available to non-superusers on a file system, 
expressed in megabytes. 
The bytes per hour of disk usage over the last sample period. 
The bytes per hour rate that represents the high water mark of disk usage. 
The date and time that the disk usage reaches a high water mark 
The bytes per hour of disk usage averaged over all previous samples. 
The number of days until the disk is full based on the moving average rate of disk usage. 
The number of days until the disk is full based on the current rate of disk usage. 

The number of days until the disk is full based on the disk usage rate that represents the 
low water mark. 
The number of days until the disk is full based on the peak rate of disk usage. 
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CPU Averages
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CPU Averages Workspace
CPU Averages Workspace

This workspace displays the average CPU usage and shows trends that might indicate 
whether the usage is increasing 

Description
The number of days until CPU Usage Moving average hits 100% rate. 
The current average of CPU usage, expressed as a percentage. 
The moving average of CPU usage, expressed as a percentage 
The current average of the user nice CPU time, expressed as a percentage 
The moving average of the user nice CPU time, expressed as a percentage. 
The current average of the user CPU time, expressed as a percentage. 
The moving average of the user CPU time, expressed as a percentage. 
The current average of the system CPU time, expressed as a percentage 
The moving average of the system CPU time, expressed as a percentage. 
The current average of the system's idle CPU time, expressed as a percentage. 
The moving average of the system's idle CPU time, expressed as a percentage. 
The current average of the wait CPU time, expressed as a percentage. 
The moving current average of the wait CPU time, expressed as a percentage.  
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Virtual Memory Usage Trends
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Virtual Memory Usage Trends Workspace
Virtual Memory Usage Trends Workspace

This workspace displays information about current memory usage and usage 
and swap space usage trends 

Description
The moving average of total swap space, expressed in megabytes. 
The moving average of swap space used, expressed in megabytes 
The swap space usage rate, expressed in bytes per hour. 
The predicted number of days until swap space is completely used (moving 
average). 
The minimum number of days until swap space is completely used (peak rate 
based). 
The lowest level that free real memory has reached, expressed in kilobytes. 
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Disk Usage
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Disk Usage Workspace
Disk Usage Workspace

This workspace displays information about the health of storage space within your 
monitored systems 

Description
The path name of the directory to which a file system is mounted. This is the virtual name 
for the directory. 
The name of the physical disk partition where the file system is mounted 
The total size of a file system, expressed in megabytes. 
The amount of disk space currently in use on a file system, expressed in megabytes 
The amount of unused space currently available to non-superusers on a file system, 
expressed in megabytes 
The number of inodes allocated on a file system 
The number of inodes currently allocated to files on the file system. 
The number of inodes currently available on your file system. 
The space currently used on the file system, expressed as a percentage of the sum of 
used and available space. 
The percentage of inodes currently allocated to files, calculated by dividing the Inodes 
Used value by the Total Inodes value. 
The file system type, such as hsfs, nfs, tmpfs, and ufs. 
The amount of unused space currently available to non-superusers on a file system, 
expressed as a percentage.
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File Information
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File Information Workspace
File Information Workspace

This workspace displays information about the top ten files in size on your 
system

Description
The path name of the directory to which a file system is mounted. This is the 
virtual name for the directory. 
The name of the file
The size of the file in megabytes
The owner of the file
The group that the file belongs to
The date of the last time the file was changed
The date of the last time the file was accessed
Then number of links to the file
The access permissions for the file
Whether the file is a file or a directory
The link name of the file
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File Information
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All Files Information Workspace
All Files Information Workspace

This workspace displays information about all the files on your system

Description
The path name of the directory to which a file system is mounted. This is the 
virtual name for the directory. 
The name of the file
The size of the file in megabytes
The owner of the file
The group that the file belongs to
The date of the last time the file was changed
The date of the last time the file was accessed
Then number of links to the file
The access permissions for the file
Whether the file is a file or a directory
The link name of the file
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Network
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Network Workspace
Network Workspace

This workspace displays information about the network components within your monitored systems 

Description
The Dynamic Name Server (DNS) entry associated with the IP address of the network interface. 
The Internet Protocol (IP) address of the network interface. 
An indication of whether or not a network interface is currently available 
The number of times during the sampling period that a packet transmitted by the network interface collided with another packet. 
The number of times a packet collided with another packet per minute. 
Of the total number of packets transmitted in this sample period, the percentage involved in a collision. 
The number of input FIFO buffer overruns that occurred during the sampling period. 
The number of carrier losses that occurred in the interface 
Of the total number of packets received and transmitted, the percentage that were in error during this sample period. 
The number of packets with errors received per minute by the interface. 
The number of packet transmission errors per minute during the monitoring interval. 
The number of packets received with errors in the interface. 
The number of packets packet transmission errors in the interface.
The number of packet framing errors that occurred in the interface. 
The number of packets received by the interface during the sampling period 
The number of bytes received per second by the interface. 
The number of kilobytes transmitted by an interface since boot time. 
The number of bytes received per second by the interface. 
The number of packets received by the interface during the sampling period. 
The number of packets received per second by the interface. 
The number of input packets dropped by the device driver. 
The number of output packets dropped by the device driver. 
The number of output FIFO buffer overruns that occurred during the sampling period. 
The number of packets transmitted by the interface during the sampling period. 
The number of packets transmitted per second by the interface. 
The maximum packet size (in bytes) for the specified network interface 
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Sockets Information
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Sockets Information Workspace
Sockets Information Workspace

This workspace displays information about the socket connections within your 
monitored systems 

Description
The user name associated with the user ID that owns or started the socket 
connection.
The local port number.
Protocol used by the socket.
The count of bytes not copied by the user program connected to this socket. 
The count of bytes not acknowledged by the remote host. 
The address of the local end of the socket, presented as a dotted IP address. 
The local port number translated to a service name from the etc/services 
subdirectory. 
The address of the remote end of the socket. 
The state of the socket. 
The user ID of the owner of the socket. 
The inode used by the socket. 
The number of the foreign port. 
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RPC Statistics
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RPC Statistics Workspace
RPC Statistics Workspace

This workspace displays statistics on the number and type of remote procedure 
calls being made to the server and clients

Description
The total number of calls made to the server (both valid and not valid). 
The number of calls made to the server, which were rejected. 
The number of packets that were received at the server with authorizations that 
were not valid. 
The number of packets that were received at the server, which had client 
requests that were not valid 
The number of packets that were received at the server with header records 
that were not properly formatted. 
The number of calls to the server made by the server's clients. 
The number of client calls that needed to be transmitted again. 
The number of times the authentication of a client was refreshed. 
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NFS Statistics Workspace
NFS Statistics Workspace

This workspace displays statistics on the operations involving the Network File System 

Description
The location of the origin of the call in the Network File System. 
The software version associated with the NFS server. 
The number of calls made to the NFS server from NFS clients which contained no data 
Of the total number of calls made to the NFS server, the percentage that contained no data. 
The number of calls made to the NFS server which contained a get attribute (getattr) operation. 
Of the total number of calls made to the NFS server, the percentage that contained get attribute (getattr) operations. 
The number of calls made to the NFS server which contained a set attribute (setattr) operation. 
Of the total number of calls made to the NFS server, the percentage that contained a set attribute (setattr) operation. 
The number of calls made to the NFS server which contained root calls. 
Of the total number of calls made to the NFS server, the percentage that were root calls 
The number of read directory plus (readdirplus) calls made to the NFS server to return the name, the file ID, attributes, and file handle. 
The number of total calls and percentage of calls that were:

Lookups
Read link
Read
Write cache
Writes
File creates
Remove files
Rename files
Link 
Symbolic link
Make directory
Remove directory
Read directory
File system statistics
Access
Make node
File system info
Pathconf
Commit
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Process Workspace
Process Workspace

This workspace displays the health of specific processes within your monitored systems 

Description
The name of the process command.
The identifier of the process. 
The identifier for the parent process. 
The state of the process (Sleeping, Disk, Running, Zombie, Trace, Dead, or N/A). 
The percentage of CPU time spent in kernel mode by process. 
The percentage of CPU time spent in user mode by process. 
The percentage of cumulative CPU time spent in kernel mode by process. 
The percentage of cumulative CPU time spent in user mode by process. 
The kernel scheduling priority.
The standard Linux nice level.
The number of pages that the process has in real memory. 
The number of pages the process has in real memory. 
The number of pages of shared (mmap'd) memory. 
The number of pages of text resident (mmap'd) memory. 
The number of pages of shared (mmap'd) memory. 
The size of the data set based on the number of pages. 
Pages that have been modified (dirty) in buffer (main memory), but not yet copied to the cache 
The data size (in kilobytes) of the virtual memory. 
The size (in kilobytes) of locked pages of the virtual memory 
The data size (in kilobytes) of the virtual memory. 
The stack size (in kilobytes) of the virtual memory. 
The executable size (in kilobytes) of the virtual memory. 
The library size (in kilobytes) of the virtual memory. 
The total number of minor page faults (including child processes) since the start of the process. 
The total number of major page faults (including child processes) since the start of the process. 
The process command line string. 
The ID of the process CPU. 
Of the total system CPU usage, the percentage that was user CPU usage. 
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Process User Workspace
Process User Workspace

This workspace displays process owners of your monitored Linux system and details their 
usage 

Description
The identifier associated with the process. 
The identifier of the effective user. 
The identifier of the saved user. 
The identifier of the file system user. 
The identifier of the real group. 
The identifier of the effective group. 
The identifier of the saved group. 
The identifier of the file system group. 
The name of the effective user. 
The name of the saved user. 
The name of the file system user. 
The name of the real group. 
The effective group name. 
The name of the file system group. 
The name of the saved group. 
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System Information Workspace
System Information Workspace

This workspace displays data associated with CPU usage, system loads, and process 
creation 

Description
The number of context switches per second. 
The percentage change in the number of context switches per second. 
The number of processes created per second. 
The percentage change in the number of processes per second. 
The current number of users logged in. 
The load on the system for the last minute. 
The load on the system for the last five minutes. 
The load on the system for the last fifteen minutes. 
The system uptime in number of seconds. 
The total number of pages paged in. 
The total number of pages paged in per second. 
The total number of pages paged out. 
The total number of pages paged out per second. 
The total number of pages swapped in. 
The total number of pages swapped in per second. 
The total number of pages swapped out. 
The total number of pages swapped out per second. 
The total number of pages faults per second (both major and minor). 
The total number of major faults per second. 
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Virtual Memory Workspace
Virtual Memory Workspace

This workspace displays data associated with memory usage. 

Description
The total size (in megabytes) of swap space. 
The size (in megabytes) of swap space used. 
The size (in megabytes) of swap space free. 
The total size (in megabytes) of physical memory. 
The size (in megabytes) of physical memory used. 
The size (in megabytes) of physical memory free. 
The size (in megabytes) of physical memory shared. 
The size (in megabytes) of physical memory in buffers. 
The size (in megabytes) of physical memory cached. 
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Disk I/O Rate Workspace
Disk I/O Rate Workspace

This workspace displays input/output statistics, including the transfer rates, 
block read rates, and block write rates 

Description
The name of the device as it appears under the dev subdirectory.
The number of transfers per second that were issued to the device. 
The amount of data read from the drive expressed in a number of blocks per 
second. 
The amount of data written to the drive expressed in a number of blocks per 
second. 
The total number of blocks read. 
The total number of blocks written. 
The major number of the device. 
The distinctive minor number for device. 
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Disk I/O Extended Rate Workspace
Disk I/O Extended Rate Workspace

This workspace displays input/output statistics and calculations

Description
The name of the device as it appears under the dev subdirectory.
The number of read requests merged, per second, that were issued to the 
device. 
The number of write requests merged that were issued, per second, to the 
device. 
The number of read requests that were issued, per second, to the device. 
The number of write requests that were issued, per second, to the device. 
The number of sectors read, per second, from the device. 
The number of sectors written to the device, per second. 
The average size (in sectors) of the requests that were issued to the device. 
The average queue length of the requests that were issued to the device. 
The average time (in milliseconds) for I/O requests issued to the device to be 
served. 
The average service time (in milliseconds) for I/O requests that were issued to 
the device. 
Percentage of CPU time during which I/O requests were issued to the device. 
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System Configuration Workspace
System Configuration Workspace

This workspace displays information about CPU usage, the processor's 
configuration, and operating system level 

Description
The identification number of the processor. 
The size of the processor cache in kilobytes. 
The speed of the processor clock in megahertz. 
The family number of the processor. 
The model number of the processor. 
The model name of the processor. 
The identification of the processor's vendor or manufacturer. 
The name of the host system. 
The version of the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) used to compile the kernel. 
The name of the operating system. 
The name of the operating system's vendor or manufacturer. 
The version of the operating system. 
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